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SUMMARY

Experiments were made to investigate conditions arising during blowdown of a vessel filled
with saturated steam/water at 7 MPa pressure into a containment vessel. The initial air
pressure in the containment vessel was varied from one atmosphere to near vacuum. The
initial water content of the high pressure vessel was varied. Pressure and temperature
distributions were measured during the blowdown transient and compared with calculations
based on a simple lumped-parameter model. The effect of condensation heat transfer on
the containment pressure is discussed and attention drawn to the inadequacy of most
available data.

INTRODUCTION

In the design and assessment of a containment building for a water cooled nuclear power
reactor, one of the most severe requirements to consider is that it must withstand the con-
sequences of a postulated rupture in a main pipe in the reactor coolant circuit. Such a
rupture would permit expulsion of the high-pressure high-energy fluid into the building which
must then be able to withstand the associated pressure rise and contain any radioactive sub-
stances. Most current reactor designs make special provision for extraction of the energy, and
thus limitation of the pressure rise, by ducting the effluent through water pools or ice con-
densers, but some rely on initiation of water sprays, conventional heat exchangers and natural
condensation on the building surfaces. Natural condensation is the particular interest of the
present work, together with some aspects of the phenomena associated with blowdown of a vessel
filled with v,ater and steam in saturated equilibrium at high pressure.

Condensation in steady state conditions such as on the pipes of a heat exchanger is a well
studied phenomenon. However condensation in transient conditions, particularly in the presence
of high fractions of air and inside large chambers, has not been so well investigated. Computer
calculations for containment design have tended to rely upon data from small-scale steady-state
experiments, e.g. those given by Uchida et al. [1964] for condensation rate on a 14 x 30 cm
plate in an air/steam atmosphere, or that measured by Henderson S Marchello [1969] for
condensation on a horizontal pipe with combinations of various condensable and non-condensable
fluids. In such experiments the fluid velocities are low and condensate films well established
but in a reactor blowdown the velocities are high and the initial transient terminates within
a few tens of seconds. Also a large air content is present and this is one reason why the work
cited is used. However the high velocity of the blowdown fluid may scrub the non-condensables
away from condensing surfaces making the condensation rate quite different from that in a
steady-state, low vapour velocity situation where the controlling factor is the rate of
diffusion through the non-condensables. The net result of these effects is that the pressure
rise calculated tends to be high and, although conservative from a safety point of view, may
result in unnecessarily expensive buildings.

Evidence of these effects has been given by Schmitt et al. [1970] in experiments in the
containment building of the defunct Carolinas Virginia Tube Reactor (CVTR). Steam was injected
into the building for about 3 minutes and the pressure rise measured was over 30% lower than
that estimated by the code CONTEMPT [Richardson et al. 1967], which used data derived from
Uchida [1964]. Instantaneous condensation rates measured were found to be up to five times
higher than those initially estimated.

The present experiments were intended to investigate some of these conditions and illus-
trate the use of a simple lumped-parameter model to describe the phenomena.

RIG AND EXPERIMENTS

An outline diagram of the rig, showing the position of measurements, is given on Figure 1
and the dimensions of the main components in Table 1. Construction and operation of the
blowdown system consisting of a high pressure vessel (HPV) and bursting disc assembly has been
described by Marshall S Holland [1976]. Briefly the water in the HPV is heated to boil and
pressure is raised to the required level after initial purging of the air content. The two
bursting discs have a rupture pressure of about three quarters of the required HPV pressure and
the inter-space is filled with nitrogen at half HPV pressure. Blowdown is initiated by re-
leasing the nitrogen pressure and the discs then burst. A short pipe section, the'choking
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section', defines the flow area for the HPV outflow; its shape facilitates correct measurement
of pressure at the outlet cross-section. The overall pressure drop between HPV and low pres-
sure vessel (LPV) is initially very high and the flow is expected to choke at the plane of this
pressure measurement. The blowdown effluent passes through the expansion pipe (EP) into the
LPV which acts as containment. Pressure is measured at the top of the LPV and temperature at
the centre of the internal volume, inside and outside of the wall opposite the inlet and inside
and outside of the centre side wall. These positions are indicated on Figure 1. The pressure
transducers are all diaphragm/strain-guage types connected at the various positions by short
stand-off pipes. All temperatures are measured by 1 mm stainless-steel-sheathed chromel-alumel
thermocouples. For vail surface temperatures these are held tightly against a cleaned surface
by spotwelded stainless steel straps. Because the LPV is a certified pressure vessel it was not
permissible to sink the thermocouples into the walls. The arrangement appears satisfactory for
long term effects but there may be doubt about measurements where the thermocouple is in a direct
high velocity steam flow. The walls inside the LPV were bare unpainted steel.

In these experiments temperatures and pressures were measured as functions of time during
blowdown of the HPV. The initial air content of the LPV and the initial water fill in the
HPV were varied and the effects investigated. The pressure transient for the HPV in a typical
blowdown with initial water content of 6.7 kg is shown on Figure 2. This was the nominal
initial condition for the experiments with differing initial air pressure in the LPV; the
pressure transients for these are shown on Figure 3. The presence of air dramatically changed
the pressure rise, mainly because of its deleterious effect on condensation of the steam, but
also partly because of the rise in partial pressure of air as the temperature increased. The
LPV pressures continued to rise until most of the water had left the HPV, i.e. at the knee
in the HPV pressure transient on Figure 2. Shortly afterwards they began to fall because
little further energy was added. Temperature transients are shown on Figures 4 and 5. The
LPV was not insulated but the slow change in long term temperature on Figure 5 indicates that
the heat loss was relatively small. The effect of different initial fill is shown on Figure
7.

DISCUSSION

To aid in understanding the phenomena, a lumped-parameter analysis was performed (Appendix).
Results of these calculations are shown as dotted lines on the various figures to compare with
the experimental results. A vital part of the analysis of containment conditions is the
estimation of condensation heat transfer. If data such as those given by Richardson et al.
[1967] (Figure 8) are used, the pressure is over-estimated by nearly 50% as in the CVTR
experiments [Schmitt et al. 1970]. If the heat transfer coefficient is increased by a factor
of 5, a more reasonable pressure peak estimate is obtained but the long term pressure falls
very much more rapidly than the experimental value. The atmospheric fluid velocity within
the LPV must be very high initially when high mass flow from the HPV is occurring; thus heat
transfer would be high in this period. However, the atmospheric velocity will drop rapidly
when the HPV is empty and hence condensation may approach low-velocity steady-state values.
Computation is made therefore with increased condensation heat transfer during the initial
phase, reverting to the steady state value when the HPV is nearly empty. This changeover point
is chosen for convenience as the point at which the liquid volume is less than 1* of HPV volume,
which is the same point as that at which the HPV outlet is assumed to change from single phase
water to single phase steam (Appendix). Results of such calculations are shown on Figure 3
for each initial LPV condition and give reasonable prediction of the pressure transient in
each case.

For a nominal vacuum the heat transfer value is always at the limit permitted by the data
and, although arbitrary and not properly justified, it does give a satisfactory result in the
initial stage where the heat transfer coefficient has been increased five fold. However in the
later stage, after reversion to normal values at about 4.5 s, the heat transfer is insufficient
and the estimated pressure is excessively high. It might be expected that with little air
present, the difference in condensation rate between a high and a low vapour velocity condition
would be reduced; this appears to be the case. This particular experimental result is better
fitted by a condensation coefficient which is maintained continuously high. For comparison the
classic Nusselt falling film analysis for vertical surfaces recommended by McAdams [1954] gives
condensation heat transfer coefficients for the conditions at the pressure peak in a vacuum
situation which are nearly 3 times higher than the limit given by Richardson. Separate trials
using the results of Henderson & Marchello [19691 which are based on this Nusselt analysis,
were not very satisfactory at high air content, but since their data do not cover the present
range of air content, their correlation may be quite inappropriate.

The temperature transients for the low pressure (vacuum) condition arising out of this
analysis are given with the experimental results on Figure 4 which shows that the temperature
distribution around the vessel shell is fairly uniform and in this case, the calculated values
are reasonably representative of all the measured values. However, when air is present, as
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shown for the one-atmosphere test on Figure 5, there is a considerable difference between the
temperature opposite the inlet pipe and that measured at the centre side. The average wall
temperatures calculated approximate the centre side temperatures, probably because these are
nearer 'mean' conditions. The atmospheric temperature calculated differs considerably from the
measured centre space temperature but is very similar to the bottom space temperature as shown
in a separate experimental result and calculation on Figure 6. (Unfortunately this bottom
temperature was not measured in the previous experiment (Figure 5).) This similarity may stem
from the tendency of the air within the LPV to prevent quick diffusion of the incoming steam
into the centre space. This makes the steam tend to swirl along the walls and so heat the
lower space more effectively than the centre. When there is little air present the steam
immediately fills the whole vessel and the localised heating effects diminish.

Results for the experiments with differing initial mass in the HPV on Figure 7 show that
the estimated LPV pressure rise is rather high for the case with low initial mass. This
emphasises the deficiency in heat transfer estimation when the air/steam mass ratio is high and
the vapour velocity is high. The incoming mass and energy flow rates are almost the same over
the first two seconds regardless of the HPV fill.

CONCLUSIONS

The present experiments have demonstrated the dramatic effect of air content on the ex-
pected pressure rise in a containment building and the overestimate in pressure rise likely to
be obtained in calculations using the normal condensation heat transfer coefficients for air/
steam steady-state low-velocity conditions. It has been possible to achieve better estimates
in the present experiments by a simple, but somewhat arbitrary, modification to these coef-
ficients. The experiments here show the need for further investigation to find a more satis-
factory basis for the choice of heat transfer coefficients.
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TABLE 1 DIMENSIONS OF RIG

Component

HPV

Outlet pipe

Choking section

Discharge pipe

EP

LPV

Volume
m3

0.0136

2 10-"

8.6 ID' 6

8 10" 5

0.0142

1.84

Diameter
mm

97.2

15.9

7.94

15.9

92.0

914.

Length
m

1.86

0.87

0.173

0.4

2.13

3.0

Wall thickness
mm

8.6

1.6

5.6

-

5.0

6.4

Wall surface area
m2

0.571

0.046

4.31 10" 3

0.02

0.65

8.57
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APPENDIX - ANALYSIS OF FLUID CONDITIONS

The model taken for analysis is of a simple lumped-parameter system consisting of three
parts: HPV, c-hoking section and LPV. The system is assumed to be adiabatic and in continuous
saturation equilibrium.

HPV iluid balances: mass M + Mf. = -G.A ,

volume £L (Mglvg + M^J = 0 ,

energy SL (Mglhg + M^h^ - P̂ ) -G.Â  .

. . , . dh dh • dv dv •
From these, and taking — = — P, — = — P, gives

c V ' and V = -G-AcAi-
dv dv- dli dh-

where <ji, = M , -r-2- + M01 -3— and V = M . -jr2 + M0, -T— - .
1 gl dP ill dP 1 gl dp Hi dP

Choked flow: Until the pressure in the HPV falls by an order of magnitude the pressure drop
across the choking section will give rise to choked flow. This is calculated by a correlation
of results from the analysis of Moody (1965) which is in terms' of stagnation properties of the
fluid upstream of the choking point. Moody 's original expressions required a time consuming
iterative solution. The expression used is

G = 6400 P '052/(h +8.<1.105-1.105?,nP )

To determine h the HPV outlet is assumed to approximate single phase water, i.e. X = 0 until
virtually all the liquid has left the vessel (chosen as liquid volume less than 1% of HPV
volume for convenience in the numerical calculations). The outlet then changes to single
phase steam, i.e. X = 1.

o

Thus h = X .h + (1-X ).h. ,
o o g o I.

where X = 0 if My.v. > 0.01.V and XQ = 1 if Mf vf < 0.01.V .

Also when the choking pressure P as given by Moody (0.57 P for X =1) is less than the back
pressure P it is assumed that tne flow reduces in proportion to the square root of the pressure
difference.

Thus for P. < 0.57 P, , G = G and for P > 0.57 P, , G = G [1.91 ((P.-P.)/ (P,+P_))'5].
2 1 c 2 1 c 1 2 1 2

The area A is derived from the actual choking suction cross-sectional area by multipli-
cation by a constant, 0.74, chosen to give the best prediction of the time to the knee. It is
used for all the experimental conditions.

LPV: Fluid from the HPV passes into the LPV which may have been evacuated to give the
required initial pressure condition. The initial partial pressure of water vapour is taken to
be that compatible with saturation conditions of the measured vessel temperature. The partial
pressure of the air makes up the remainder and is used to determine the mass of air present.
This mass is taken to remain constant for the duration of the experiment; but the steam content
varies throughout.

To calculate conditions during a transient the heat interchange between air and steam is
assumed to be complete and instantaneous so that the temperatures are always identical and also
that the steam is in saturation equilibrium with the water. The water liquid volume is small
enough, compared to the LPV volume, to be neglected and the LPV atmospheric volume is
considered constant.

Water balances: mass M + M.. = G.A
g2 x.2 c

volume -— (M _v + M._v.) = 0 ,
at g^ g x.̂  X,

energy ^ (Mg2hg + M^h^-P^) = G. Â -Q̂  .
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Air balances: mass

volume

energy

= 0

7T <M v ' =dt a a

dT, dT

MaCv

From these, writing the differentials as before

dT

Pf = (Q s-G.Ac(ho+(hgv rh4vg)/(vg-v4)))/(V2-MaCvSi+ *2(hg.hl)/(vg-v t) -

= (G'Vg

dv dh
where - Mg2 — and *2 = Mg2

' M

12 '

dh._

Instantaneous partial pressure of the air P = R T- M /V
A cl t 3 ,6

Instantaneous total pressure in the LPV P, + P
X EL

condensation heat transfer: The data given by Richardson et al. (1967) are shown on Figure 8,
together with the curve of the correlating expression derived for the present work. Thus the
basic heat transfer coefficient between atmospheric fluid and vessel walls is taken from these
original data as

H = 450 (M /M )°'8 up to a maximum of 1590 W m~2 K~].
g a

As already discussed this is modified for the present purpose as

Hence Q

H = 5.H if M...V,, > 0.01 V or H = H if M...V. < 0.01 V. .
£. JtiJ. JC 1 £. V.J. X, J.

H..A . ( T -T ) .
2 s 2 s

Containment walls: The walls are assumed to be represented by a thermal mass M c , connected to
the condensing surface by a thermal conductance k A through which the heat flow w Q passes to
heat the walls.

Hence and
dT

VJ

dT" M c
w w

A program to solve these equations has been written in the AAEC conversational language
ACL/NOVA (Sanger 1972) and includes expressions for steam table quantities and their derivatives
in terms of saturation pressure. All the fluid parameters, h, v, T and derivatives, are
calculated at the local pressure P or P . Solution is by continuous direct numerical integra-
tion and the complete package uses less than 2 K 16-bit words.

NOTATION

A area
c specific heat
G mass flux
h specific enthalpy
H condensation heat transfer

coefficient
k half-depth unit conduction
M mass
P pressure
Q heat flow rate
R characteristic gas constant
t time
T temperature
v specific volume
V volume
X steam quality

Suffixes
J.kg .K~
kg.m 2s 1

J.kg"1

W.m"2.^1

W.m"2^1

kg
Pa
W
J.kg"1.]?"1

s
K

a
c
f
g
8.
o
s
V

w
1
2

air
chol
wati
gas
liq>
out
LPV
air
LPV
HPV
LPV

m3kg

water fluid condition in LPV
gas phase
liquid phase
outlet of HPV
LPV wall surface
air at constant volume
LPV wall
HPV condition
LPV condition
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in mm

BURSTING
DISC ASSY.

PURGE:
CONDENSATE

DRAIN

FIG I. EXPERIMENTAL RIG

SECTION
'A A*

6

MPo

HPV
"Pressure

.Initial Fill 6-7kg

I T» —7^

4 6

TIME (s)

10

FIG 2. HPV: TYPICAL PRESSURE TRANSIENT
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i Original Htat Transtir Data

10 15 20 25 30 35
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Time (s)
80

FIG 5. LPV AT I ATMOS:
TEMPERATURE RESPONSE

FIG 3. LPV. EFFECT OF INITIAL AIR PRESSURE

Initial HPV Fill 9'45kg
Initial LPV Pressure | Atmos.

Of i i i i i I

FIG 4. LPV AT NEAR VACUUM'.
TEMPERATURE RESPONSE

40 60
TIME (s)

FIG 6. CENTRE SPACE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION
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FIG 7. LPV: EFFECT OF INITIAL FILL IN HPV
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100

Upper Limit
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-Condensation
-H«at Transfer
.Coefficient

o Values from Richardson et al(!967)

101 ,1 1 ,1 . , i 9-m>
0-01 0-1 I 10 100

AIR / STEAM MASS RATIO

FIG 8. CONDENSATION HEAT TRANSFER DATA
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